) for any p ^ 2 and that each function in P{L c l ) is essentially bounded and hence equal almost everywhere to an ordinary continuous positive definite function in the sense of Bochner. For 1 < p < 2 he showed that if q = p/2(p -1) then
and he conjectured that equality holds in (1) . In § 2 we give a counterexample to this conjecture, i.e., we construct a function / Ç P(L P ) which is not in L ff loc . The definition of P{F) makes sense on any locally compact abelian group G and the inclusion (1) also holds in that situation (see [4, Theorem 2.3] and [5, Theorem 2.2]). If G is not a discrete group it seems unlikely that equality holds but the only group, apart from R, for which we have discovered a counterexample is G = T, the circle group, and this appears in § 3.
In constructing the examples we shall need to use some of the theory of the Lorentz spaces L(p, g), and we list here the relevant facts. If/ is a measurable function defined on the measure space (X, /*) we define 2 , and that Using (2) we have If <f> £ L c p we can find functions <j> n £ C c°° such that <j> n {x) -•»#(#) and l^nWI ^ | </>0*O| -Now |0 n * <j> n \ ^ |0| * |0|, and since |$| € L/ we have J/(*O(|0| * |<?|)(x)dx < 00. Therefore by the dominated convergence theorem we have J7(x)0 * $(x)dx è 0, i.e.,/ £ P(L e p ). (see [6, vol. 1, p . 70]) we can write
The counterexample for
where h £ L oe (r). Thus/ g L*(r). As in § 2 we let <j> £ L p (r) and then where C a is a constant which depends on a but not on N (see [6, vol. I, p. 191] 
